Bin Laden’s Resurrection
On February 11, Raw Story [1] quoted an American general for saying that the “Bin
Laden trail has gone cold,” to which Michael Rivero added, “Along with Bin Laden!” Rivero
has collected an excellent amount of evidences, proving Bin Laden’s death at Tora Bora
in Afghanistan in December 2001 [2]. In 2004, the Pentagon-Al Qaida Study presented a
new “confession-video” with an actor who, apart from a white cap and a long beard, had
nothing in common with Osama Bin Laden [OBL]. The Mainstream Media [MM] then
swallowed the story without reservations, but then followed, from the same study, the Al
Zarqawi video with another actor, who lacked the peculiar hints of the late terrorist. This
actor was himself killed some months later – a security precaution or had he raised new
demands?
But back to the old ghost, OBL: suddenly a new confession video was presented –
with a new actor, who neither resembled his predecessor, nor OBL. Of course, it was all
there, the white cap and the long beard, but the grey strains, plentiful in 2001 and scarce
in 2004, were now completely gone, raising the question what had happened to the
former actor (apart from that no Moslem would colour his aging beard black). My
recommendation to the male reader must be not to accept any offer, no matter how
much money is promised, to assume the role of any terrorist for this study; it is probably
very and acutely unhealthy. As usual, the pseudo-OBL held his speech to the Americans
in Arab language, disregarding the fact that the real OBL spoke fluently English.
To the MM, however, such considerations were unimportant. Regardless the cited
photographic evidences, they all presented the allegations that OBL had returned, often
with the added statement that the Pentagon [to you: the producer of this video] thought
it was authentic. They were grateful for a new story in a rather lethargic summer season
in which we all ‘in vain’ waited for new wars. How much bigger would the story be, when
the Emperor’s nakedness was finally exposed [3]? To me, this story, complex in reality,
showed how we have been buried in massive propaganda where nobody dares expose
the evident. This is the really remarkable detail about the new video-tape.
OBL, or precisely Osama bin Muhammad bin Awad bin Laden was born on March 10,
1957 as the 15th of 55 children to Muhammad bin Laden from his 10th of 22 wives – to
that, at least, the MM agrees. With support of the CIA, he founded Al Qaida (Am. Al
Qaeda) in the 1980ies as part of the Arab support to the Afghan Mujaheddin fighting the
Soviet occupation, but controversial descriptions exist whether this remained a kind of
social organization (as Hamas originally was and partially also remains) or was indeed
involved in terrorist activity. Today, I have the feeling that Al Qaida does not exist
outside the Western ‘Intelligence’ allegations and own terrorism plots – and, of course,
MM’s ready quotations of predominantly anonymous sources.
OSB had a kidney failure and was dependant on dialysis. It is difficult to imagine
that a dialysis dependant patient can survive the fresh life in the field for long. After the
American’s (initially) successful Afghanistan adventure, OBL retracted with many Taliban
fighters to the caves of Tora Bora, at the border to Pakistan. Suddenly, as the American
troops were ready for the final fight, they were ordered to stop. Two helicopters were
permitted to land in the area and for the commoners, a corridor was kept open to
Pakistan. What exactly happened is not clear, perhaps the helicopter in reality contained
family who had come to the funeral of Osama. Here, at least, we lose his track forever.
Afterwards, it was not particularly difficult to conquer Tora Bora.
To well-informed readers, there were no Arabs involved in 9/11 outside the official
fairy tale (‘M. Atta and the 19 hijackers’) and no place for OBL who never admitted any
complicity in the American-Israeli terror event – but if that is too complex for you
presently, just study the pictures of OBL and his posthumous characters. At least, that
hoax is easily exposed to everybody – except the Mainstream Media.
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